
COT5520: COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRYHomework # 2
Due date: Ot 21, 2008, Tuesday (beginning of the lass)Your solutions should be onise, but omplete, and typed (or handwritten learly). Feel freeto onsult textbooks, journal and onferene papers and also eah other, but write the solutionsyourself and ite your soures. Answer only five of the following six questions. Eah problemis worth 20 pts.1. Consider a simpler, two-dimensional version of the asting problem disussed in lass. De-sribe a linear time algorithm that deides whether a given polygon an be asted using asingle mold and translation.2. On n parallel railway traks n trains are going with onstant speeds v1, v2, . . . , vn. Thetrains are at positions k1, k2, . . . , kn at time t = 0. Desribe an O(n log n) time algorithmthat reports all trains that at some moment in time are leading. To this end, use the algorithmfor omputing intersetion of half-planes disussed in lass.3. Implement the kd-tree and the range tree data strutures for performing two-dimensionalretangular range queries. Perform an experimental omparative study on data sets of varioussize (e.g., 100-100K) and of various distribution (e.g, random, onvex position).4. Kd-trees an also be used when querying with ranges other than retangles, e.g., triangles.(a) Show that query time for range queries with triangles is linear in the worst ase.(b) Suppose we limit our queries to triangles whose edges are horizontal, vertial or haveslope +1 or -1. Design a linear size data struture that answers suh range queries in

O(n3/4 + k) time, where k is the number of points reported.5. Range ounting queries ask for the number of points that lie in a range rather than thelist of points. Desribe how a d-dimensional range tree an be adapted suh that a rangeounting query an be answered in O(logd n) time.6. Show how to ombine the range tree and the priority searh tree to obtain a data struturethat answers a four-sided range query in the plane in time O(logn + k), without usingfrational asading.


